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GETTING STARTED
Finding Success
with Your Synergy
Business

Welcome to Synergy WorldWide!

W

e are excited you have joined our company
and we look forward to helping you build a

successful Synergy business. Synergy WorldWide’s
mission is to Leave a Legacy in three powerful ways:

1. Offering the highest quality,
scientifically proven products.
2. Providing financial freedom through
innovative business opportunities.
3. Establishing a culture of generosity
and service to others.

You have become an invaluable part of this mission
and are embarking on a journey to Leave a Legacy of
your own.

Whether your desire is to achieve a

As a Team Member of Synergy WorldWide, you

greater state of health or build an active

are now an independent business owner and your

and successful business, we want you to

membership with Synergy enables you to get paid for

feel at home with Synergy WorldWide.

sharing our products and business opportunity. Many
Team Members earn sufficient income to cover the
cost of their family’s monthly product consumption,
while many more have taken advantage of the
business opportunity and created significant income
streams that allow them to step away from their
traditional employment and dedicate themselves fulltime to their Synergy business.
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6 Steps to Success

his training booklet contains six steps to

T

As a Synergy Team Member you also have ac-

help you get started as a new Synergy Team

cess to the Synergy Pulse website. Synergy Pulse

Member. It’s important that you complete these

is your online business manager site where you

steps soon after you get started in the business.

can check real-time volume, view your downline

Doing so will enable you to leverage your

organization, run reports, order products, enroll

excitement and create a solid foundation for your

new business partners, and much more. Visit

business to grow.

http://pulse.synergyworldwide.com to get started
today! To setup your password, call Customer

Be sure to work with your sponsor and upline

Service at (801) 431-7660.

support team to effectively complete these activities. We also invite you to view the training videos
available at www.mysynergyessentials.com.
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What is Network Marketing?

N

etwork marketing offers entrepreneurs an op-

By contrast, in a network marketing business the

portunity to own and operate a personal business

products pass through just one person before reach-

without the costs of the traditional brick-and-mortar

ing the customer—you. As an independent business

model. While there are some costs involved with net-

owner, you reap the rewards of introducing people to

work marketing, you don’t have to worry about tradi-

products each day. Network marketing concentrates

tional expenses like inventory, distribution, employee

compensation on those who get the product into the

salaries, licensing, warehousing, etc.

hands of the end customer.

If you were to compare the traditional retail business

Your network marketing business allows you to build

model to that of network marketing, you would notice

income in two ways. First, you’ll create a base of loyal

multiple similarities. Refer to the diagram below.

customers whose purchases generate retail profits
for you. Second, you can build a network of Team

Traditional retail businesses generally pass products

Members or distributors, such as yourself, who want

through several distribution channels before finally

to share the product and business with their contacts.

reaching the customer. In this example, the distributor,

Doing so allows you to maximize Synergy’s Mega-

wholesaler, and retailer are all involved and each adds

Match compensation plan, which pays out 55% of all

costs and takes away from the retailer’s final profit. In

commissionable volume.

the end, the initial product—which is manufactured at
a fraction of the final cost—is delivered to the cus-

Remember, network marketing is a business. You are

tomer through retail channels. All costs associated

an individual business owner. The more you treat it

with each level of distribution are passed on to the

like a true business, the greater success you will find.

end customer.
The following pages outline necessary steps that will
Now, compare the traditional retail model to that of

help you begin moving in the right direction. The key

network marketing. In both cases, a manufacturer and

is to remember that, as with any business, success is

a customer are both involved and both models require

built through hard work and dedication.

a ‘middle man’ to get the product to the customer.

TRADITIONAL RETAIL
At each distribution
level:
• Mark-up
• Overhead
• Operations
• Advertising
• Distribution
• Profit

NETWORK MARKETING

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Distributor

BUY DIRECT

Wholesaler

Network
Marketer

Retailer

Customer

Customer
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Network
marketing
concentrates
compensation
on those who
actually get the
product to the
end customer.

STEP 1

Identify Your Why

B

ehind every success story is a powerful “why” —

To identify your “why”, ask yourself: “What is so im-

your personal reason for starting a Synergy busi-

portant—so completely necessary in my life—that it

ness.

will motivate me to reach my daily, weekly, monthly,
and life-time goals?” Whether it’s the satisfaction of

At each stage of your Synergy business, your “why” is

blessing the lives of others, or the goal to replace your

what provides motivation to go to work in the morn-

current income, or both—as long as it’s YOUR “why”,

ing. It’s what allows you to overcome obstacles, to get

YOUR reason, that’s all that matters.

back up when knocked down, and to keep fighting
when times get tough.

Once you’ve established your “why”, write it down
and place it in a visible spot where you’ll be sure to

In network marketing, identifying your “why” is the

see it every day. You may also want to share your

first and most important step you need to take before

“why” with others who will support and coach you

building your business.

along the way.

Unlike a traditional business, starting with Synergy

Write your “why” here:

didn’t require large bank loans or investors for upfront
capital. You didn’t have to put your house, family, and
life at financial risk to be an independent business
owner with Synergy WorldWide.
Traditional business owners, aside from their “why”,
have fear as a major motivating factor. Fear of losing
everything they own, fear of bankruptcy, and fear of
financial failure. With network marketing, this source
of motivation is not a factor. Unfortunately, this causes
some to treat it more like a hobby than a business.
As with every business, obstacles will present themselves. Your road to success will be marked with the
occasional curve, bump, and pothole. However, a solid,
deeply-rooted “why” will enable you to keep your
eyes on your destination and overcome each hurdle
that presents itself.
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STEP 2

Become a Product of the Product

O

nce you’ve established your “why”, we invite you
to become a product of the product.

We’re confident that as you use Synergy products,
you will experience an enhanced state of health and
quality of life. Synergy WorldWide products are
backed by a 90-day, money-back guarantee: if you
don’t feel a difference in 90 days, we will refund 100%
of the original price of the product.
Once you’ve experienced Synergy WorldWide
products, our hope is that you will find enjoyment and
purpose in sharing their benefits with friends, family,
and loved ones across the globe.
Synergy WorldWide has created a variety of health
enhancing products, starting with the remarkable
benefits of ProArgi-9 Plus. In the Resources section
of this booklet, you will find a listing of Synergy’s

Write your testimonial here:

most popular products. We encourage you to take
full advantage or our 90-day guarantee and discover
which products work best for you.
If you have already developed a testimonial of the
product, take a moment and write it down. An
important component to the success of your business
will be your passion and sincere belief in the product.
As you share your testimonial, it will inspire hope
and a desire in others to begin taking our product
and perhaps to become involved in the business. We
encourage you to practice sharing your testimonial;
think about what you want to say and how you want
to say it – doing so will ensure a well thought out,
powerful message to be shared with the many who
await you.
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STEP 3

Set Goals
s an independent business owner, your goals dic-

A

Lastly, share this information with your sponsor.

tate your business plan. Without goals, we often

Synergy’s cooperative Mega-Match compensation

lose direction with hopes of someday, somehow, arriv-

plan rewards Team Members who work to help their

ing at a successful destination point. A dream without

personally sponsored downline. Your success be-

a goal will remain a dream; however, a dream with a

comes your sponsor’s success. Likewise, as you build

goal can become a reality.

your business, we encourage you to do the same with

Your goals will help you define your course of action

your downline, as doing so will enhance your ability to

for your business. Completing this step will help you

achieve your financial success.

put concrete desires and aspirations on paper.
If you haven’t already, turn to the Resources section
As you set your business goals, remember this simple

and locate the goal sheet to begin setting goals for

mnemonic – SMART:

your Synergy business. Once you’ve completed this
portion, we invite you to share this information with

S
M
A
R
T

=
=
=
=
=

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Relevant
Time-bound

your sponsor and allow them to be involved in helping
you succeed in your business.

A goal that follows this simple suggestion will ensure
a direct and clear path to your target. If your financial
goal is to replace your current income from your fulltime job, determine specifically what that number is
for each month of the year. Then follow it up with subsequent goals of what you need to do each month,
week, and day to achieve that desired level of success.
Be sure to set both long-term and short-term goals.
Where do you want to be in 10 years? 5 years? 1 year?
6 months? Let these goals be the premise for your
business plan. Commit this information to paper and
let it be a guideline for your monthly operations.
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STEP 4

Get Connected
he number one reason why most network market-

T

Synergy eClubs

ers leave a company is lack of communication. As

Synergy WorldWide uses many channels to commu-

a corporate team, communications is one of our top

nicate, but we’re always careful to send out all im-

priorities!

portant communications via email. Upon enrollment,
the email address that you provide is automatically

We provide many tools and resources that help our

loaded onto our email list. If you have not received

Team Members stay connected. And each communi-

an eClub from Synergy WorldWide, please call our

cation outlet provides you with opportunities to easily

Customer Service department at (801) 431-7660 to

share information with fellow Team Members, friends,

confirm your eClub subscription.

family members, and business contacts.

Corporate Update Conference Call
Social Media

On the third Wednesday of each month, Synergy

Subscribe to the Synergy blog, become a fan of our

WorldWide executives share details on promotions,

Facebook page, and follow us on Twitter to stay on

recognize Team Members and provide all the latest

top of the latest Synergy news. Each of these social

Synergy information. This call generally lasts between

media avenues can be an incredible resource to help

20-30 minutes and is an excellent resource to remain

build your Synergy business. We invite you to become

current on Synergy news from around North America.

an active participant!

It’s also a great way to introduce someone to Synergy
WorldWide. To listen in, call 1-800-832-4695 and en-

BLOG:

www.synergyworldwideblog.com

FACEBOOK:

www.facebook.com/synergycentral

TWITTER:

www.twitter.com/synergyupdates

YOUTUBE:

www.youtube.com/synergycentral

ter pin 8908#.

Synergy Pulse
pulse.synergyworldwide.com
Synergy Pulse is the website where you manage
your business. Real-time volumes, downline reports,
ordering, enrollments, business resources—you’ll find
all this and more. To set up your password and get
more details, call our Customer Service department
at (801) 431-7660.
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MySynergy.net
Online Tools to Build Your Business
Having an online presence has become essential
to building a business and sharing the products
you love, so Synergy has completely revamped the
MySynergy online tools to help make sharing ProArgi-9+ easier than ever.
The MySynergy system includes web-based tools to
manage your contacts, two customizable websites
for you to use, and a fantastic product sampling system so your customers can try the products before
buying them.
The websites are video-based and very interactive.
The sites include product information, testimonials,
company and compensation details, and more. And

for just $1! To see the new tools, just log into your

best of all, they are completely customizable—you

Pulse account and click on the MySynergy button.

choose what does and does not appear on your sites!
The regular pricing for the new MySynergy online re-

30 days for just $1

cruiting system is $19.95 per month. You can also save

As an extra incentive to try out the new MySynergy

by signing up for one year for $199.95—a savings of

online tools, Synergy gives you full access for 30 days

$39.45, the equivalent of getting two months free!

MySynergy Product Sampling Program

Each sample package includes a
personalized letter to your contact,

One of the most exciting tools in the MySynergy

along with information on the included

system is the product sampling program, which al-

products. Synergy will send out the

lows you to send samples of ProArgi-9+ and Soul to

samples for you and will include your return

your customers and prospects. You can even allow

address on the envelope. It’s the perfect way

visitors to request samples directly from your

to let your customers try before they buy. Log

website!

into Pulse, click MySynergy, and start sharing ProArgi-9+ samples with your customers and prospects

Choose from two different sample options:
•

today!

Two single serve packets of ProArgi-9+
Mixed Berry ($3.50/sample)

•

Two single serve packets of ProArgi-9+ Mixed
Berry and one 2-ounce packet of Soul $4.00/
sample)
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Upline List

sonal business questions, 3-way calls, or small business

The key to success in network marketing and with

meetings, you will want to gather this information and

Synergy WorldWide is teamwork. As organizations

develop a working relationship with your upline.

work to support and help each other, individual Team

Synergy’s compensation plan rewards sponsors who

Members grow and develop into leaders as they be-

help their teams. Since our compensation plan pays

come uplines to their personal sponsors.

on volume, not by level, it does not matter how far
upline from you these leaders are. Your upline sup-

For this reason, we encourage you create an upline

port team cares about your success and will receive

contact list. Once you start building your business,

a direct financial benefit from your ability to succeed.

these leaders will be instrumental in providing valida-

Remember, you are in this business for yourself, but

tion to those who you contact. Whether it is for per-

not by yourself.

To get started, we recommend gathering contact information for at least three people above you:

1. Your personal sponsor
Name:
Phone:
Email:

2. Your sponsor’s sponsor
Name:
Phone:
Email:

3. Their sponsor’s sponsor
Name:
Phone:
Email:
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STEP 5

Get Trained
he ability to increase your own knowledge and

T

Synergy Essentials Training Website:

pass it on to your new business partners will

www.mysynergyessentials.com

perpetuate success, hone skills, and expand each new

The Synergy Essentials website provides a variety of

Team Member’s business intellect.

short video trainings to help you understand the basics of your Synergy business. Become well-versed on

Your first point of reference for training should begin

Synergy WorldWide as you learn about our products,

with your upline. Systems are developed within orga-

the compensation plan, business building tools, and

nizations that are easy to duplicate, which give ample

much more.

opportunity for an individual, regardless of their
background, to get plugged in and start on their road

Policies & Procedures Manual

to success.

The Policies & Procedures manual has been developed to help Team Members understand the manner

In addition to the information and training that your

in which they do business with Synergy WorldWide,

upline provides, Synergy WorldWide has created pro-

other Team Members, and retail customers. This man-

grams and resources to help you. From online train-

ual will help you understand Synergy’s Code of Ethics

ing resources to monthly conference calls, you can

and policies as they relate to the operation of your

determine your own schedule and the rate at which

Synergy business. You’ll find a copy of this manual on

you wish to be trained.

the Synergy Pulse website under Resources.

Remember, practice makes perfect and wisdom

Mega-Match Compensation Plan Booklet

comes with age. You don’t have to know it all before

This booklet details Synergy’s Dual-Linear Mega-

you begin contacting others and building your busi-

Match Compensation Plan. A compensation plan

ness. As your business matures and you dedicate

is what a company uses to calculate and distribute

yourself to telling others about Synergy WorldWide,

income to its distributors based upon the sales gener-

you’ll find that your knowledge will increase and your

ated by distributors and their downline sales organi-

business techniques will improve.

zations. A copy of this booklet can be found on the
Synergy Pulse website under Resources.

Synergy WorldWide Website:
www.synergyworldwide.com

Live Cardio Call

Synergy WorldWide’s website is the place people go

On the second Wednesday of each month, Synergy

to learn about our company, our products and our

hosts a live conference call featuring an expert who

business opportunity. As you navigate this site, you’ll

will teach you about the benefits of Synergy’s heart

enrich your understanding of our history, the science

health products. This call generally lasts about 30

behind ProArgi-9 Plus and other leading products,

minutes and is an excellent source of training for you,

and gain an appreciation for the Synergy mission to

your Team Members, and customers. We encourage

which you now belong.

you to utilize this call for personal training and as a
recruiting tool to educate those who have expressed
interest in consuming the product. Call 1-800-8324695 and enter pin 8908#.
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STEP 6

Start Building Your Synergy Business
ou’ve established your “why”, set specific goals,

Y

are simple. This doesn’t mean it will be easy—it simply

connected with Synergy WorldWide, and initiated

means that anyone with the right work ethic can find

your training. You’re now ready to begin building!

success.

The best part about building a successful business

The following five fundamental business-building

with Synergy WorldWide is that anyone can do it.

activities provide a proven roadmap for you to follow

The business is based on sharing unique, quality, and

as you begin to build your business. As you perform

health enhancing products. No need for hype, false

these activities, find your leaders, and build an organi-

promises, or exaggerated facts. Success will come as

zation, your Synergy business will take flight.

you create an organization of loyal Synergy WorldWide product customers.

Keep in mind one thing: the secret ingredient to success with this business is you. If you are willing to

Regardless of your background or experience level,

put in the time and follow the fundamentals, you will

the steps to building a successful Synergy business

achieve success.

Fundamental Activity 1

Create a Contact List
Every successful Synergy Team Member begins with
a contact list and keeps their list fresh and continually growing. Your contact list is a collection of names
of people you know and would like to contact about
Synergy WorldWide. This is your starting point for
sharing Synergy products and adding new customers
and business partners to your team.
This list should include everyone you know. It’s important not to pre-judge, as the decision to say “yes”
or “no” to the opportunity or the product should be
made by the individual and not yourself.
Carry this list with you and have it accessible at all
times. Each day, take time to maintain your list by
adding and removing people you’ve come into contact with. This activity is vital to your success and
cannot be ignored or replaced.
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Focus on finding people with the drive to be success-

Before reading any further, let’s begin constructing

ful and help others. They will help you duplicate your

your list. Grab a pen, turn to the Resources section

efforts and grow your business. Keep in mind that

of this booklet, and take the next 10 minutes to start

everyone is a potential customer or business partner.

jotting down names on the Contact List page. The

As you make an effort to open your mouth, opportu-

page just before the Contact List contains a memory

nities will arise to share the benefits of this incredible

jogger to help you think of all the possible people you

opportunity with future friends and business partners

can add to this list. Good luck, and remember – don’t

you’ve yet to meet.

prejudge!

Fundamental Activity 2

Contacting/Inviting
With your contact list in hand, it is now time to start
building. Your Synergy business will grow as you
introduce people to Synergy’s products and business
opportunity.
The purpose of contacting is simple: Set an appointment for a Synergy presentation or conference call
with your upline. There’s no need to give too much
detail about the products or company when contacting a prospect for the first time. Simply share what
excited you about Synergy and ask them when they’d
have some time to go over the information in greater
detail to see if they would be interested.
What you’ve learned about Synergy WorldWide,
ProArgi-9 Plus, and the business opportunity can’t
be explained in just a few minutes, so be as brief as
possible when making the initial contact. Doing so will

•

Effective contacting comes with experience and

help pique enough interest for a follow-up presenta-

experience only comes with practice. Things may

tion.

be rough at first, but the more you contact, the
better you’ll get at it.

Tips for successful contacting:

•

Contacting takes courage and often requires you

To build a business, contacting is the most important

to step outside your comfort zone. An important

step you can take. Without piquing interest and set-

lesson to remember before starting is that you will

ting appointments for presentations, your business

be told “No” many times. If you can learn to ex-

becomes stagnant. More often than not, customers

pect “No” from the beginning and not let it affect

won’t be knocking on your door—you must go to

your confidence or motivation, your inexperience

them.

will turn to experience and you’ll learn to brush off
“No” and hear “Yes” more often.
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•

There’s a variety of ways to begin contacting

Mail or Email: Sending information via mail or through

those on your list. It’s important that you use the

email can be a great way to introduce people to

method that you feel is best for the person you’re

Synergy WorldWide before you actually speak to

contacting. Remember, at times, contacting will

them. This can also be an effective way to continue to

require you to step outside what’s comfortable for

educate your contacts as you build your business.

you.
Internet and Social Media: A variety of online and
In person: Casual conversations with friends, family

social networking services allow for an even greater

members or work associates can lead to opportunities

outreach and opportunity to share your Synergy busi-

to bring up the new product or business you’re in-

ness with others. In a very simple and cost-effective

volved in. Carry a Synergy product catalog, brochures,

way, you can share your knowledge of this business

business cards and even product samples with you at

and products with thousands across the world.

all times. Within the Resource section you will find a
Sales Tools page that highlights a few of the options

Your individual success in contacting greatly depends

available to you.

on your commitment level. Just as with all aspects of
your business, contacting requires goals. Take a mo-

To order printed materials, go to www.synergy-

ment and write down your goals with regards to con-

salestools.com. This is your one-stop shop for all your

tacting. Remember, what is it that you want to achieve

sales tools needs. You’ll find a variety of tools, indus-

this year? How many customers/business partners do

try literature, custom print materials, and Synergy

you need to find each month to make that happen?

merchandise. Whether you’re looking for brochures,

How many people will you contact in the next week?

newspapers, business cards or Synergy branded ap-

Or better yet, in the next 24 hours? Determine your

parel, you’ll find it all here.

goals, commit yourself, and don’t stop until you succeed!

Fundamental Activity 3

Presentations
All of your work to this point—creating a list and
contacting prospective customers and business
partners—was done for the purpose of inviting your
contacts to a presentation. Effective presentations are
crucial to your success.
A presentation doesn’t have to be fancy to be effective. In fact, a powerful presentation is simple, direct,
and honest. It’s important that you share the information necessary for your contact to make a decision
on what level of involvement with Synergy best suits
their needs.
As you get started in your Synergy business, it’s important to remember that this step is not one that you
must do on your own. Utilize your upline and find out
13

when the next opportunity meeting will be held. Your

Remember that a loyal customer will benefit your

goal in giving or attending a presentation with your

business far greater than someone who enrolls as

contact is to illustrate how their life will benefit by

a business partner without any desire to build a

becoming part of Synergy WorldWide.

successful business.
•

3-way calls can be very effective when in-person

Tips on giving presentations:

presentations aren’t possible. Your sponsor or

•

Presentations can be given in a variety of places—

someone with more experience than you can

restaurants, parks, or at home. Home parties/

help deliver a powerful and effective presenta-

meetings are one of the easiest and most success-

tion over the phone. Let your contact know that

ful ways to build your business. Your sponsor or

you’re working with a team and that you’ve asked

team will usually hold weekly or monthly group

someone who has achieved success with Synergy

meetings where you can bring your guests to hear

WorldWide to share information with them.

the presentation from an experienced Synergy
•

leader.

After extending your invitation to become a business

Each presentation should end with an invitation

partner or customer, you may find that some people

to become a customer of Synergy products and/

will ask for more information to make a decision. In

or to begin building their own Synergy business

the following days, be sure to deliver the information

by enrolling as a Team Member. Let your guest

they’re seeking and utilize these opportunities to fol-

make the decision without any pressure to enroll.

low up.

Fundamental Activity 4

Following Up
Success is found in following up. Developing and
maintaining relationships of trust is key to your
Synergy business, and such relationships are built on
the back of effective communication.
After a presentation is given, it’s important that you
continue to educate your contacts on the products
and Synergy business opportunity. This can be done
through the use of tools, meetings with your upline,
or simply in follow-up sessions after the presentation. To be a good sponsor, you must dedicate time to
assist and support your new customers and business
partners.
It’s extremely important that you hold a follow-up
meeting with your new customers and business
partners soon after they have enrolled. Whether it be

For your new business partners, your follow-up

over the phone or in person, take this opportunity to

session should be geared toward helping them get

answer questions they may have and to help them

started in the core activities of building a successful

become oriented with the products and the company.

Synergy business. Remember, the system is already
14

in place—help your new distributor understand the

Ultimately, your goal is to help each new member of

importance of determining his/her “why” to doing this

your team complete the five Fundamental Activities

business. Identify goals they would like to achieve and

of a successful business. Following these principles

help them begin building a contact list. Once you get

will foster a spirit of teamwork within your organiza-

to this point, practice some contact approaches and

tion where everyone benefits from each other’s suc-

set a date for the next presentation.

cess.

Fundamental Activity 5

Training and Recognition
To become a successful leader, ongoing training and
development is essential for your team. Each week
you should set aside time to help your Team Members and customers become better educated with
regards to Synergy products and systems. Additionally, learning and incorporating personal development
skills found in books, seminars, and CDs will help you
develop leaders within your organization and further
your success in this business.
Lastly, one of the most important things you can do
for your business is to recognize and celebrate the
success of your Team Members. Recognition motivates and inspires others to set goals and achieve
more than they thought possible.
Utilize the reports within Synergy Pulse to identify

Within your team meetings, conference calls, or even

those Team Members who are advancing within the

if it’s simply a one-on-one conversation – let your

business. The Top Recruiter report allows you to

team know that you care about their success.

see who has personally sponsored their own Team
Members within your organization. In addition, the

Through training and recognition, your business will

Rank Advancement report shows you the members

grow and your Team Members will learn what it takes

of your team that have achieved new ranks for any

to do the same.

given month. We encourage you to run these reports
frequently, as they will provide opportunities for you
to recognize.
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RESOURCES
Tools and Worksheets
for Getting Started
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Products

S

ynergy WorldWide goes
above and beyond industry

standards to ensure that you
receive the highest quality
products. In addition to
ProArgi-9+, Synergy offers a wide
variety of companion products
that work to optimize the body’s
physiological responses and to
enhance heart health.

ProArgi-9+
ProArgi-9+ is Synergy
Worldwide’s flagship product. It
was formulated in collaboration
with leading l-arginine researchers and cardiovascular
specialists who have conducted pioneering research

ProArgi-9+ Active

in using l-arginine for cardiovascular support.

ProArgi-9+ Active is the perfect

ProArgi-9+ combines the purest, most effective

companion to ProArgi-9+ for

ingredients with revolutionary science to relax your

those involved in physical

blood vessels, raise your energy level, and enhance

activity. This exclusive

your circulatory system.

formulation combines l-arginine
with the energy-producing

Mixed Berry

properties of Quercetin and

Canister
#74154 • 10.6 oz • 60 CV • $69 Whsl

vitamins B6 and B12. These

Single Serve Packets
#74145 • 30 Packets • 60 CV • $71 Whsl

D-ribose and folic acid, makes this a complete formula

Jumbo
#74144 • 66.6 oz • 170 CV • $225 Whsl

important cardiovascular support.

ingredients, combined with
to enhance your physical activity while providing

Whether you run marathons or simply walk around

Citrus Berry

the block, ProArgi-9+ Active will help you become

Canister
#74165 • 10.6 oz • 60 CV • $69 Whsl

more physically active every day.*

Single Serve Packets
#74155 • 30 Packets • 60 CV • $71 Whsl

Single Serve Packets
#74044 | 11.6 oz | 60 CV | $71.00 Whsl

Jumbo
#74138 • 64.8 oz • 170 CV • $225 Whsl

Grape
Canister
#74880 • 10.6 oz • 60 CV • $71 Whsl
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Mistica

Omega-3

Packed with free radical-fighting

Of the many cardiovascular

antioxidants, Mistica blends the

supplements available, omega-3

world-renowned Brazilian açai berry

fatty acids are renowned for their

with other powerful fruits to deliver

proven heart health benefits.

a dose of protective antioxidants,
amino acids, anthocyanins, and

Also known as polyunsaturated

essential fatty acids. It’s a great

fatty acids, studies have shown

tasting way to support your immune

that omega-3 contributes to the body’s ability to

system every day.

regulate the ratio of HDLs to LDLs. This important
function plays a major role in sustaining normal blood

#74006 | 2 - 25 fl oz bottles | 60 CV
$65.00 Whsl

pressure and cholesterol levels.
#76193 | 60 capsules | 15 CV | $23 Whsl

Soul
Rich in free-radical

CoQ10

fighting antioxidants

Synergy’s CoQ10 is an all-natural,

and essential fatty acids,

crystal-free form that uses a

Soul’s proprietary blend

patented lipid blend that enhances

of black raspberry, black

its bioavailability and absorption in

cumin, chardonnay

the human body. Incorporate this

grape, and D-ribose

into your daily supplement diet

helps replace cell energy, provides excellent anti-

to ensure an adequate supply of

inflammatory properties and supports a healthy

energy to your body’s most important muscle – the

immune system. The added bonus of resveratrol, a

heart.*

powerhouse antioxidant, has also proven to support a

#76193 | 30 capsules | 15 CV | $20 Whsl

healthy heart.
#76193 | 28 - 2 fl oz pouches | 50 CV | $59 Whsl

Vitamin D3
Just like sunshine in a bottle, these

Core Greens

chewable tablets deliver 2,500

Hydrate, detoxify and protect

IU each of powerful vitamin D3.

your body with this superior blend

Essential to calcium absorption

of wheat grass, barley grass, and

and proper bone mineralization,

other healthy vegetables and

vitamin D3 helps ensure a healthy

herbs. Core Greens provides you

and strong skeletal system and

with an extraordinary range of

support a healthy immune system.

phytonutrients, antioxidants and
#74034 | 150 tablets | 15 CV | $18.00 Whsl

chlorophyll—essential elements
for optimal health, alkalinity, and vigor.
Core Greens Powder
#74206 | 5.29 oz | 32 CV | $39.00 Whsl
Core Greens Capsules
#74153 | 60 6-capsule packets | 30 CV | $39.00 Whsl
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My Synergy Business Goals
5 YEAR GOAL

1 YEAR GOAL

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Month 9

Month 10

Month 11

Month 12
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Name Jogger
					
WHO IS MY…
Doctor
Barber
Hairdresser
Lawyer
Dentist

Veterinarian
Banker
Dry cleaner
Mailperson
Realtor

Pharmacist
Stockbroker
Carpet cleaner
Plumber
Electrician

Music teacher
Appliance repair

Videos
Groceries
Meat
Household items
Flowers

Furniture
Appliances
Life insurance
Cars
Clothes

Lumber
Hardware
Printing

WHO SELLS ME…
Auto insurance
Magazines
Jewelry
Sports equipment
Entertainment items

WHO DO I KNOW THAT…
Shares my hobbies
Is athletic
From my gym
Favorite checker
Other neighborhoods i lived in
Parents of children’s friends
Relatives
Owns a business
Neighborhood watch club
Waiter / waitress
Optomotrist

Nurses
Old acquaintances
Social contacts
Wedding list
Uses herbs
Pool maintenance
UPS / FedEx
Post office
Cooling & heating
From your old job
School or college

Alumni association
Church
Civic activities
Friends of spouse
Doesn’t like their job
I work with
Retired people
Holiday card list
Health challenges
Likes the same sports teams
Relates well to people

WHO DO I KNOW FROM…
Bowling alley
Scouts
Government
Auto mechanics

School system
School teaching
Building business
Trailers

Country club
Camping
PTA
Police department

Fire department
Movie theater
Restaurant

Marketing
Advertising
Computers

Network marketing
Accounting
Travel

Roofing
Landscaping
Cleaners

WHO DO I KNOW IN…
Catering
Sales
Photography

20

Contact List					
NAME

TELEPHONE

EMAIL
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CONTACTED

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

Sales Tools
Quality Assurance Booklet
Synergy WorldWide is dedicated
to superior quality ingredients,
materials and products. Each step
in the manufacturing process
is regulated by a strict set of
guidelines to ensure you get every
possible benefit. This booklet
takes you on a tour of our manufacturing facility and
explains each process and step along the way. Sold in

Synergy Sales Tools.com

packs of 10.

Synergy WorldWide has partnered with Sound

Item#: DB107 $14.95

Concepts, a third-party company renowned for their
exceptional network marketing sales tools, to create

Synergy Tear-Off Pad

www.synergysalestools.com. This website is your one-

Naturally and easily share

stop shop for Synergy sales tools, Synergy branded

the benefits of ProArgi-9

merchandize, custom print materials and a wide

Plus and Synergy

variety of industry–specific materials.

WorldWide’s Dual Linear
Mega-Match compensation

ProArgi-9 Plus DVD

plan. This tear-off pad

With the help of Dr.

contains talking points you

Joseph Prendergast and

can use as you are face-

Dr. William Keller, you’ll

to-face with prospects, and then makes a great piece

get the details and science

for them to take home when the conversation is over.

behind ProArgi-9 Plus.

Each pad contains 50 sheets.

Watch the research unfold

Item#: DB050 $14.00

as we explain how this remarkable product interacts
with the cardiovascular system. Sold in packs of 10.

Custom Print

Item#: DD106 $39.90

Click the Custom Print link
on the sidebar to open

Heart Health Journal

an assortment of Synergy

Packed with product

business cards, magnets,

information and

and labels that can be

testimonials, this

customized with your

newspaper is an effective,

personal information. All

credible, and easy way to

custom print materials will

share the positive news of

be printed within 5 days of

ProArgi-9 Plus with those

being submitted.

you meet. Sold in Packs of
50.
Item#: DB200 $17.50
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Synergy WorldWide welcomes you as a
Team Member. For further clarifications or
examples, please refer to your personal
sponsor and/or the Synergy Customer
Service Department at (801) 431-7660.
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